
The Einhell E-Case S-F is ideally suited for storing and transporting tools and diverse accessories such as drill bits or screws. Two foam inlays and one

grid foam inlay provide protection against scratches for the equipment being stored or transported. A practical locking system for joining stacked cases

together ensures that everything can be stored systematically in an organized fashion and the stacked cases transported easily, and the cases can

also be opened while stacked. The case is made of polypropylene, is splash-proof and also heat-resistant and impact-resistant thanks to the high-

quality material. For optimum carrying comfort there are two fold-in, ergonomic handles. A padlock can be fitted.

System Carrying Case

E-Case S-F incl. grid foam
Item No.: 4540019

Ident No.: 21023

Bar Code: 4006825662917

Features & Benefits
Practical system case for storage+transport of tools+accessories-

Locking system for connecting stacked cases-

ensures easy storage and transport-

Scratch-free transport thanks to 2x foam inserts-

Storage of sensitive equipment like cameras or measuring devices-

thanks to individual adjustable grid foam inlay-

Splash-proof design for safe storage and transport-

High-quality material polypropylene ensures heat resistance,-

stiffness and impact resistance-

Easy to use as opening of stacked cases is possible-

2x foldable, ergonomic handles for comfortable carrying-

Equipped with padlock as anti-theft device-

Technical Data
- Inner dimensions (E-Case S) 415  x  280  x  95 mm

- Max. payload 25 kg

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 1.95

- Gross weight (kg) 2.52

- Dimensions single packaging 495 x 174 x 378 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 2.52 kg

- Dimensions export carton 460 x 350 x 150 mm

- Container quantities (20"/40"/40"HC) 1298 | 2696 | 3048

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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